IT’S NOT JUST A STRIP DOOR...

To those who think strip doors are just strip doors, you’ve never had a strip door from TMI, LLC. TMI has the widest selection of strip doors on the market, making it easy to find the right door for the right application. Additionally, TMI makes its own strips here in the U.S.A., enabling us to control the entire process, from pellet to product.

TMI’s patented Save-T Loc® hardware and strip system is the industries easiest to install, use and replace, fitting 99% of the strips currently on the market.

TMI strip doors come in limitless options, from standard clear strips to colored ribbed strips. No matter what your need, TMI can fit you with the proper strip door at a competitive price. More so, TMI strips can be used in the most extreme applications, from welding areas to blast freezers.

With four locations across the United States, your TMI order is sure to ship quickly. To learn more, please visit www.TMI-PVC.com or contact your TMI sales representative at 1-800-888-9750.
A DOOR FOR EVERY APPLICATION

WHERE TO USE STRIP DOORS

If you have any questions or need help selecting the right strip door for your application, call your TMI sales representative today at 1-800-888-9750 or at info@tmi-pvc.com.

TMI strips and strip doors are made and manufactured in the U.S.A., which helps us control the quality, price and performance of our doors. Additionally, all of our manufactured doors carry a one-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects.
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